
Senior Parents~ 

For the early part of last week, studio owners and coaches were in discussions regarding Worlds.  We heard buzz that 

it would simply be cancelled, and then we heard that maybe they would postpone it if there were enough studios 

interested in doing so.  Of course, we do not know a definite answer to this as there are many factors involved.  (I.e. 

when will gathering bans be lifted, summer calendars, family vacations that are already planned, etc?)  It was decided 

we would as least ask for a postponement as the kids have worked tirelessly throughout the season.    

A letter was drafted by studio owners requesting they strongly suggest a postponement versus cancelling Worlds 

altogether.  On Thursday evening, an email was sent to us from USASF that stated in part: 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

“We know how hard the teams have worked, and we are disappointed that The Cheerleading and Dance Worlds have 
been postponed. We are diligently working to reschedule these events and should have the new dates very soon. As soon 

as these dates are confirmed with The Walt Disney World Resort, they will be communicated to you and posted on our 

website. 
 

Payments for these events may be held and transferred to the new date. If a team does not intend to participate, a 
refund request can be made through our registration department. 

  
Beginning April 1, 2020, USASF and IASF will begin processing full refunds for these events. We are going to do our very 

best to meet our standard company refund policy of approximately 4-6 weeks. However, due to the other events that 

have been postponed or cancelled, please bear with us as we work through these refunds. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

This left me with MANY questions!  I contacted our USASF Rep directly.  Here are the questions I had and the 

responses I was given.   

Q:  It sounds like USASF wants us to make a decision asap on whether we would attend.  Can/should we request a 
refund in the event that we cannot go to whatever “new” date is? 

A:  My suggestion (USASF Rep), is that you do nothing until a new date is posted. 

Q:  Summer is (was) pretty full for us at the moment.  If we request a refund, can we re-enter later?  Do you know if 
that’s possible or how it would work?  Would there be a penalty to re-enter?  

A:  I don’t know the answer to that.  I believe they are trying to determine space at Disney based on the amount of 
teams still willing to participate.  Disney is trying to shuffle around their ‘outside’ competition reservations and other 
conferences/events previously booked.  IF they can make room.   

Basically, room or space for us for that matter, may be why they are asking for which programs would still want to 
participate in the Cheerleading and Dance Worlds. 

Q:  Would they, or are they, considering splitting up Cheerleading and Dance to make it more feasible for Disney? 

A:  Absolutely not.  Most of our staff (meaning USASF/Varsity) work both events simultaneously.  Therefore, it only 
makes sense to do run them both at the same time.  Staff bounces where needed.   

Q:  When does the USASF need an answer by – whether or not POD would participate? 

A:   Again, I would suggest you wait in asking for a refund until the dates come out.  Unless you know FOR SURE that you 
would not participate in the potential postponed event.  

Q:  What if we leave our money in the Worlds account and it is determined no Worlds would take place for the 2020 
season? 

A:  I cannot imagine you would not receive a refund.  I’m not in the financial department.  I cannot make those decisions, 
but I am on the Board and will push for refunds.  For sure.   



Q:  Do we have an estimated date as to when we may know a new date?  Or a guess on a new date? 

A:  No.  Steve (the USASF president) is hoping to have something negotiated by April 1st.  Although that obviously 
depends upon how things look not only here is the U.S. but also globally.  We have teams from other countries in the 
same boat and we are doing our best to shift through ALL the issues surrounding Worlds.  Airline travel included.  I CAN 
TELL YOU WE ARE HOPING FOR THE END OF JUNE? POSSIBLY JULY?   

Q:  As for a refund, would we be able to get the Partial Paid Bid Money sent back to us as well?  Or simply our 
deposits? 

A:  The money IN would go back to where it was received.  So your deposit money will go back to POD for distribution 
and the Partial Paid money will go back to the event producers to do as they see fit.   

We understand that people want immediate answers, yet that cannot always be the case.  With the rapid changes 

around the globe, and Worlds being at Disney, we are at the mercy of what Disney now can accommodate and 

decides.  

 

NOW FOR FLIGHTS…. 

** In addition to the competition, I also called Delta regarding our flights.  Multiple times.  The hold time over the 

phone and navigating their website in a timely fashion are something to be desired.  Originally, when I purchased 

these tickets, I was told they were non-refundable.  2 weeks ago, I was told the same thing by a Delta associate.  I 

finally received some positive news in this latest email and hopefully it applies to all of us: 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

“Our teams are currently focused on helping customers whose travel is scheduled within the next 72 hours. If your travel 
is further out, you may cancel or change your flight anytime before your travel date using My Trips on Delta.com. To allow 
even more flexibility, any Delta ticket expiring in March or April is being extended to enable rebooking and travel until Dec. 
31, 2020.” 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Here again, things changed depending upon the day, week, etc.  I think this is good news for us in terms of flights!   I 

did NOT change or cancel our flights yet.  We would like your feedback first.    

MANY OF YOU PLANNED SUMMER ACTIVITIES AND VACATIONS AND SO FORTH.  ARE YOU WILLING TO BE FLEXIBLE 

WITH THOSE DATES/PLANS?  We understand this is still uncertain.  YET, IF WORLDS WERE TO BE POSTPONED (June, 

July, even August), WOULD YOU STILL LIKE TO ATTEND?  

Please don’t respond to this email yet.  Let the information sink in and talk to your family about the options.  

However, if you have QUESTIONS only then please ask.   

Thank you! 

Theresa 

https://click.o.delta.com/u/?qs=6c77907aa686bc2de98f6ef40c57ad9452c8c2a8c49711c170e8c0e19613e6bfa7c511cda0062aaeb6481e71d077b7c44f63ba5a17bc7ac2

